Star Trek: A Call To Duty
USS Paula Greene NCC-71204 - SD 10303.01
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Host CJ-Tala says:
Summary - Death has arrived, and the fates of all have been changed forever. The crew of the U.S.S. Paula Greene has arrived in the Mizani Star System as ordered, and their mission so far has been less then successful, and the list of questions continues to grow.
Host CJ-Tala says:
Why was a lost vessel, the U.S.S. Summerset, powered down in orbit of Mizani Minor? What sort of fell beast would be capable of slaughtering the ship's crew? Who was attempting to silence the survivors of the Mizani Research Outpost, and what happened on the surface to cause such an influx in radiation?
Host CJ-Tala says:
...and of course, who is the eccentric Lon Delar? What reason did Starfleet Command have for sending him on this unusual assigned and what was his connection to those on the surface?
Host CJ-Tala says:
Fate will see that these questions are answered in time. However, for the truth, the crew must pay the highest of prices. Fate has stepped into the mix, and their deaths have been foretold.
Host CJ-Tala says:
=/\==/\=U.S.S. Paula Greene - "Neteyot HosheH - Stomach Contents"=/\==/\=
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - In the middle of their mind meld, both Delar and Amendoeira open their eyes. Both men appear to be in massive amounts of pain, however unable to break this link. Their agony increases as a telepathic field fills the brig and in an instant tr'Raedheol and his team is incapacitated.
MO_Angel says:
# ::Finding only dead bodies on the bridge, makes her way with the group down to the Cargo bay::
Host CO_Madred says:
::sitting in his command chair:: OPS: Anything yet?
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::moving silently and stealthily down the hall, tricorder extended before him, scanning as he goes::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Laying unconscious in one of the labs on level 8::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - As Ryan begins to regain consciousness, she finds her vision blurred as she looks around. Staring up, she can see red stains covering the walls and roof, and two figures standing before her - one in a red uniform and wearing three Starfleet pins; Lt. Commander Kyle Masterson.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Heading for Cargo bay and the supposed survivors, finding no others on her way, only the destruction.  Her senses on full, she moves cautiously::
FCO_Panthera says:
#::on the bridge of the Summerset trying to see if they can get the ship running::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::At Ops console, trying various ways of getting the information on the Rimel system.::  CO:  Nadda sir...  Information is just not coming out.  Someone doesn't want us to find it, but I'll keep digging.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#CSO:  I don't like this one bit.  ::scanning with tricorder and reading survivors::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Eyes flicker open and tries to focus::
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Follows Tsalea and the others making sure to stay close to the group.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::cross his arms and legs, sighs, looks around:: OPS: How about now? Anything?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Checks her communications and mutters::  CO:  I've also lost contact with one of the AT's....   No Sir, still nothing
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  Nor do I.  I had a chance to read some of the data I sent to the ship.  It was not encouraging.
Host CO_Madred says:
::rises from his chair and looks over Mushmouth's shoulder:: OPS: Which team?
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Sees two people hovering above her and tries to sit up slowly, resting her weight on her hands:: People: Okay, who are you and what happened here?
MO_Angel says:
#::Glances into the open rooms as the pass, bringing up the rear.::
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
@CIV: Ah, you're awake. Good. I'm Lt. Cmdr. Masterson.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#CSO:  I believe the Captain's desire was to regain operational control of the ship.  What can you tell me about the survivors in yonder bay?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::double checks.:: CO:  uhhhhhhh   Ryan and Zria.....  ::Shifts in her chair.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::frowns:: OPS: Try hailing them again.
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Brushes her hand off on her pants, glad she wore an older pair for traveling as she follows and listens to the officers, staying silent as she has nothing to say.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  That they are not the original crew, yet they are federation species.  But not the ones likely to have created this destruction.
FCO_Panthera says:
#::growls low in her throat with no engine power...switches her concentration to the computers::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM: Ryan:  Cmdr Ryan this is the Paula Greene, please come in....  ::Hands the Capt a PADD of information she has found so far which is basically zilch so he won't stand behind her.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::takes the PADD and begins reading it:: OPS: Let me know if you're able to raise them...
CTO_Turnbull says:
#CSO:  Are they stable for now?  I'm inclined we head to engineering to see if we can at least power the impulse engines.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Leans on a toppled file cabinet and stands up:: Masterson: And what do you have to do with what has happened on this station?
Host CO_Madred says:
::taps his combadge as he returns to his chair:: *CTO*: Commander, be aware that we've lost contact with Alpha Team.
FCO_Panthera says:
#*Paula Greene* CO: Sir engines are useless over here. ::wonders if the communication will even go through::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Nothing....  I've got the signal on a continuous loop.  If we break through they will hear the comm.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Looks around the area::  CTO:  They were starting to once we removed them from the radiation field.  ::Arriving, scans outside the door.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  You receiving a communications. On audio.  ::Places the comm. on audio.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::sits:: OPS: Can we tell if they are receiving and just not responding? Or is our signal not getting through at all?
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::hears the CO::  Self:  Not good.  *CO*:  Understood.  We've found a group of survivors.  Not the original crew, but they've all shut themselves in Cargo Bay One over here.
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
@::Lowers his head, and looks at the ground:: CIV: I worked here.
FCO_Panthera says:
#::starts tinkering with the computers trying to get some sort of response out of them::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Looks up::  CTO:  Some of the life signs are dangerously low.  I do not believe they will wait much longer.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Not going through.  I can try boosting the power output but I don't think it will matter.
Host CO_Madred says:
*FCO*: What's the problem, Commander?
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Looks over at Lt. Zria:: Masterson: Really....::Doesn't believe him:: and how is it you escaped whatever it was that happened here?  ::Looks 
MO_Angel says:
#::Perks up at the CSO's diagnosis::  CTO:  I need to get in there.
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Do whatever you think is best, Mister Mushgrave.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#*FCO*:  Mister Panthera, any luck from the bridge with the engines?
CNS_Valis says:
# CSO: How many of them are there?
FCO_Panthera says:
#*PG*: CO: As I said sir there is no power to the engines and the computers are about as useless. ::voice is growling::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::fingers flying over the console she boosts the power output, but still has dead silence.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::thinks:: *FCO*: Well ... fix it.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#CSO:  Are they safe for transport?  I'm not sure I want to deal with this on a dead ship.
FCO_Panthera says:
#*CTO*: Sorry sir engines and computers are messed up bad...we could sure use an engineer to assist for sure.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  I am reading 50 life signs.  As for safe, that is unknown until we enter.
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
@CIV: I holed myself up...barricaded myself in. And lots of phaser power helped too...
FCO_Panthera says:
#::looks up hearing the CO's reply:: Self: What the crap does he think I am doing playing games? I will never understand those outside of the Caitian race. ::shakes head and goes back to work::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The away team on the Summerset begin hearing odd sounds from the bulkheads, creaking metal, and the clicking sound, like claws scraping against the floor plating.
MO_Angel says:
#::Moves up to the front of the group:: CNS:  Pardon.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Notices the survivors don't have any type of protection suits on and wonders why he is looking at the floor:: Masterson: What were your duties here, exactly?  ::Moves into a defensive posture signaling to Zria to stand ready::
CTO_Turnbull says:
#*FCO*:  Understood.  Stand by one, I'm headed for engineering in a minute or two.  We're going to check the status of the survivors in Cargo Bay one.  
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Pauses, holding up her hand::  All:  Do you hear that?
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Looks over at Angel and moves out of her way.:: MO: Apologies.
FCO_Panthera says:
#*CTO*: Aye sir...I will do what I can from here but it's going to be a rough go. Panthera out.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::hears noises and draws his phaser, dialing it to heavy stun::  ALL:  Draw weapons, heavy stun.
MO_Angel says:
#::Smiles at the doctor, freezing at Tsalea's words::
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: What if we tied in the deflector dish ... used it to boost the signal gain. At this range, we ought to be able to get a signal through just about anything short of a planetoid.
CIV_Ryan says:
@Masterson: And how is it you are able to survive in this radiation-saturated environment?
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
@::Looks at the CIV:: CIV: I was the Commanding Officer of this outpost.
MO_Angel says:
#::Pulls out her weapon and moves close to the counselor::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Scans the are, trying to locate an exact location::
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Looks at the phaser they gave her before she beamed over and adjusts the settings, hoping she doesn't have to actually use the thing.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  Warn Panthera and the ship.
FCO_Panthera says:
#::takes a look around the bridge and then starts pulling panels to see if there are any repairs she can do from here::
CTO_Turnbull says:
#*CO*:  Captain, we hear loud scraping noises in the bulkheads over hear.  Please fix on our location and scan for...anything.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Ponders, slowly:: CO:  Aye.... but if the communications are dead, they are dead, but I can try.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  I am reading increased radiation the deck above us.  It appears to be moving...  ::Looks at the others::  The sound appears to be emanating from it.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#*FCO*:  Be advised we may have intruders.  Arm yourself and get to the Paula Greene at the first sign of trouble.
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
@CIV: I don't know. Somehow, we were just...able to.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Moves her hand slowly on her belt, looking for her phaser, which has apparently been confiscated::
Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: We're on it... ::motions for OPS to do so:: OPS: Scan there area, Mister Mushgrave.
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Slides closer to Angel.::
FCO_Panthera says:
#::starts pulling chips and circuits looking for any clues:: *CTO*: Aye sir. ::stands up and looks around pulling phaser and setting to heavy stun::
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
@::Notices the movement towards her missing weapon:: CIV: Please, we're not going to harm you.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#CSO:  What are the odds we're seeing a new life form that emits theta radiation?  ::scans theta radiation levels in Cargo One::
MO_Angel says:
#::Looks warily around::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  There have been other species that have done so.  However, I know of none that have left such destruction.  I suggest we discover if the crew is transportable and get them out of here.
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Lets her senses open up and reaches out tentatively with her mind.::
CIV_Ryan says:
@Masterson: If that's so then you won't mind returning our weapons.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Ties her console into the deflector dish and adjusts her signal and power output.  Makes sure her comm. is still continuous.::  CO:  Ok, lets see if they hear that.....  ::checks her scans.::  Hmmmmm  I've got pockets of localized radiation, size, no bigger then a person and they are on the move.  There are a couple above the AT and there is one
OPS_Mushgrave says:
more in engineering.
FCO_Panthera says:
#::sees a flicker of light and turns head slightly:: Self: Well minimal is better than nothing.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - As soon as the Counselor opens her thoughts, she gets a dizzy sensation as waves of angry thoughts flood her mind.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#CSO:  A good idea.  Scanning the bay for radiation.  I don't want to walk into its nest.
MO_Angel says:
#::Reaches out to the counselor as she sways::  CNS:  Are you alright?
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Regrets her action and raises a hand to her head as she tries to sort out exactly what she's hearing and where it's coming from. Looks over at Angel with wide eyes.:: MO: I'm not sure. Did the ship just move?
CIV_Ryan says:
@Masterson: And why did you and your people attack us even after I identified myself and my intentions?
Host CO_Madred says:
::raises an eyebrow:: OPS: Moving radiation pockets? *CTO*: We have pockets of radiation moving on your position. It could be some kind of unknown radiation life form. Do you want us to pull you out of there?
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  I am not picking up anything different then what is around us.  ::Moves to one side of the door.::
MO_Angel says:
#::Shakes her head::  CNS:  Only you did.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::hackles rise on the back of his neck::  ALL:  Something above us...into the cargo bay.  ::opens doors and slides in sideways scanning for threats, ready to shoot::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Moves aside and shows the Capt. Points to the Pockets.::  CO:  Yep moving.
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
@CIV: Listen, Commander, there are more survivors. You have to find them, and get them off the outpost. ::Hears the question, and looks at the ground again:: CIV: I thought you were the ones that destroyed my outpost.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::As the CTO moves, she enters::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Checks to see if her comm. has gotten through to Ryan.::
CNS_Valis says:
# MO: Someone is very upset. I...::hesitates trying to understand more of what she was picking up.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::grimaces and thinks this is getting ridiculous:: OPS: What kills radiation ... ?
MO_Angel says:
#CNS:  Are you sure you are alright?  If so, lets go.  We can find out who in a moment.
FCO_Panthera says:
#::reads over what she can bring up:: Self: Interesting.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - As the team enters the cargo bay, they find a small huddles collections of officers, none of them armed. They seem to be avoiding the walls, and look to the roof with terror in their eyes.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Ummmmmm errrrr...  ::Where is a scientist when you need one.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::waits for the rest of the team to enter and then seals the door behind them, hand over his comm. badge::
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Nods to the MO and follows her, still keeping a hand to her head.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Motions the doctor and counselor into the room::
MO_Angel says:
#::Follows::
FCO_Panthera says:
#*CTO*: Unsure what it means sir as access is limited but it would seem the ship moved into orbit and sat for a few days before losing power. Unfortunately that is about all I can get from this right now.
CIV_Ryan says:
@Masterson: Our scans didn't pick up any life signs other than the three that were in this room.  We've been sent here to locate and prevent any further radiation leak.  Return our weapons.  We have work to do.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Closes the doors::  CTO:  I would suggest we follow the example of the survivors.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::assesses the situation and moves to the center of the room::  ALL:  Team, Away from the walls.  *FCO*:  Mister Panthera, stay sharp.  It looks like we have something in the walls.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::A quick glance around::  MO:  Quickly, can we transport these people?
MO_Angel says:
#::Nods and moves around the huddled people::
FCO_Panthera says:
#*CTO*: In the walls sir? ::wonders if the CTO has lost it::
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Make sure we have a transporter lock on Bravo Team ... in case we need to get them out of their in a hurry. ::standing in the center of the command deck, quite anxious since his wife is on Bravo Team::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Loots down at her console.::  Self:  Come on Ryan answer....
CNS_Valis says:
#::Wobbles on her feet a little bit and then steadies herself as she begins looking around the room.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
#*CO*:  Sir, We have a cargo bay full of survivors and we appear to have something in the walls or ducts.  I'm recommending we withdraw and come back in force after we debrief these people.
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
There are more people - in the Genetics lab. We have to save them and leave. Unfortunately, I don't know much about the radiation, besides the fact that it was caused by a lab accident.
FCO_Panthera says:
#::continues reading over the vague information she is getting:: *CTO*: Sir I thought the Summerset came from a federation base...according to this they came from a non-SF base in the Rimel System.
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
<@ CIV:>
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The same clicking sound can be heard on the floor below Panthera. A slow scratching sound, over...and over...
MO_Angel says:
#::Looks up from the worst::  CTO/CSO:  We should be able to transport them.  I would suggest...  Quickly and a secured area aboard the Paula Greene.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Console beeps::  CO:  You know any good Admiral's Sir...  It appears from what little I've found now most of the stuff is classified admiral and above, but there is a plasma field on the edge of the system....quarantined.
Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: All right Commander, we're getting you out of there ... stand by for transport. OPS: Lock onto the team and any survivors in their vicinity. Mass transport all of them to cargo bay one. Make sure we don't transport any of those radiation pockets by accident.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  The radiation has moved again.
FCO_Panthera says:
#::looks down at the floor:: Self: Very odd... *CTO*: Actually sir it seems to be in the floor.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#*FCO*:  Get out of there, Mister Panthera.  Intruder alert, the ship is NOT secure.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  It is believed that it was or is the Green Star base of operations.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Does not believe anything Masterson is telling her and decides this conversation is going nowhere fast.  Suddenly swings her leg up, knocking Masterson square on the side of his face, then spins around following with another kick to his head::
FCO_Panthera says:
#*PG*: CO: One for emergency beam out now sir.
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
@::Pulls out the CIV's weapon, and hands it to her, handle towards her::
CNS_Valis says:
#::Realizes she's not helping the team much and starts to walk towards some of the survivors but pauses when she hears the words 'transport.'::
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Get them out of there, Mushgrave! ::hears the FCO's alarm::
CTO_Turnbull says:
#*OPS*:  This is Commander Turnbull.  Get us all out of here and observe biohazard protocols.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - As Masterson reaches to return the weapon, he is caught square in the face and collapses to the ground.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - ...and at the same time, Zria reacts, grabbing one of the weapons and using it to stun the other two survivors.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Aye...  Just let me confine my transport beam...  Medical teams to the Cargo bay also?  ::taps her console and looks onto the AT.::
LtCmdr_Masterson says:
@::Crumples in a heap on the ground::
CIV_Ryan says:
@Masterson: I don't have time for this!  ::Grabs the phaser from Masterson's hand then shots him with the phaser on max stun::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*Medical*:  Medical teams to the Cargo Bay.  Radiation protocol in effect.
FCO_Panthera says:
#::keeps weapon at ready wondering what is taking so long::
MO_Angel says:
<Medical> *OPS*:  Acknowledged.  We are all ready prepared.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  And I'm still not getting through to our other AT.  ::mutters in frustration.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  I am reading three... entities.  There are two above us and one down in engineering area.
CIV_Ryan says:
@Zria: Tie them up and leave them in here.  We'll come back for them later.  We have to get to the lower level and isolate the radiation leak!  ::Rushes out of the lab into a Jeffries tube.  Begins descending the ladder quickly::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - As ordered, the transport initiates. While the system compensates for the theta radiation in the atmosphere, the blue lights fill the room, before depositing the away team and the survivors onboard the U.S.S. Paula Greene.
CTO_Turnbull says:
::waits for the transporter to release him::
MO_Angel says:
::As she arrives, moves to help the medical staff, directing them.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Looks down at her console:: CO:  Got them... the AT and the survivors.
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: You have the bridge, Mister Mushgrave ... contact Admiral Benson Hanwright, Starfleet Intelligence. I'll be in Cargo Bay One. ::heads for the turbolift quickly::
FCO_Panthera says:
::watches as the cargo bay materializes around her::
CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Sir, we are in cargo bay one.  We have all the survivors and are about to debrief them.  Would you like to attend?
MO_Angel says:
<MO_Tran> ::Scans the AT, following protocol::
CNS_Valis says:
::As she looks around the cargo bay she realizes the angry thoughts have vanished. She quietly walks over to the CSO and taps her on the shoulder.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Nods at the Capt and gets up from her chair.  Norma takes her places.::  Norma:  Open a channel.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - As Panthera is beamed off of the bridge, a massive screech can be heard as a black mass rips through the floor plating and swings out to strike, where the poor Caitian would have been - it's helpless victim.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
<Norma> OPS:  Channel opened.
Host CO_Madred says:
::in the turbolift en route:: *CTO*: I'm en route now, Commander ... no one leaves the cargo bay till Medical checks them out.
FCO_Panthera says:
::tries to wait patiently as the MO teams do their work::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SFC:  This is the USS Paula Greene, Capt Madred for Admiral Hanwright..
CTO_Turnbull says:
::walks over to a survivor that looks like he has it more together and sits down on a crate with him::
CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Understood.
Host CO_Madred says:
::steps out of the turbolift on the proper deck and finds a medical team waiting for him ... waves them into the Cargo Bay as he steps in behind them and sees the huddled survivors along with his team:: CTO: Report Commander!
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Pulls the manual release on the hatch cover and climbs out of the Jeffries tube on level 9.  Follows her tricorder readings into the High Intensity Physics Lab.  Begins trying to isolate the source of the radiation::
CNS_Valis says:
::Starts talking when she thinks she has the woman's attention.:: CSO: Commander there is something sentient over there. ::Makes a face briefly:: Something sentient and angry.
MO_Angel says:
<MO Tran> AT:  I don't find anything on initial scans beyond nominal radiation poisoning.  Usual protocol when you have time.  For now, you are free to go.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
<SFC> COM:PG:  This is SFC, hold for Admiral Hanwright...
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Aye sir.  When we arrived in cargo bay one of the Summerset, we found these people huddled in the center of the room looking terrified of the walls.  I was just about to begin debriefing them as you walked in.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Nods to the doctor her thanks.::
FCO_Panthera says:
::nods at Tran and turns to leave...spots the CO and waits a moment::
Host CJ-Tala says:
<Hanwright> COM: Paula Greene: U.S.S. Paula Greene, this is Hanwright. I am receiving.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM: Hanwright:  We are receiving you Sir.  I'm transferring you to the Capt now.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Nods at Norma who automatically reroutes the com.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CO*:  I have Admiral Hanwright.  He is redirected to Cargo Bay one.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Walks over to the group::  CO:  Permission to return to the bridge.  I want to reread through the data I downloaded and check up on the scans of those three entities.
CNS_Valis says:
::Nods in return and then not sure what else to do with herself in the first moments of calm she's had since the shuttle docked with the Paula Greene she walks over to some of the survivors.::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - In the Physics labs on the outpost, Ryan sees a sight that would make any normal officer vomit. Body parts ripped in pieces and tossed to the side, machine work destroyed, and a small glowing rift in the corner of the room - her radiation source.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CSO:  Commander, you should check in with Medical.  ::grins wryly::  Captain's Orders.
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: Okay ... find out what you can about those creatures over there. I also want your opinion on destroying that ship. ::glances at his wife:: CSO: I'll need you with me. CNS: Work with the Commander on debriefing the survivors please.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Nods and remains at his side::
CNS_Valis says:
::Glances up at the unfamiliar man.:: CO: I will.
Host CO_Madred says:
FCO: Panthera, if you're okay we'll need you on the bridge.
MO_Angel says:
::First thing she checks for is anything parasitical::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Aye sir.  I'll need to see some readings from our scans, but I'll have that information momentarily.  ::begins reading the output screen fast4er than the normal eye can absorb::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Sees the miscellaneous bloody body parts scattered throughout the lab but tries to concentrate on the tricorder readings, following them to a small glowing rift in the corner of the room:: Self: What's this..???
FCO_Panthera says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir...and sir I think it's useless to try and salvage the ship. I would suggest blowing it up.
MO_Angel says:
CO:  Other then serious radiation, and an over hyper nervous system, I need to get some of these people to sickbay.
CNS_Valis says:
::Is drawn to a large cluster of survivors and turns to the CTO in surprise.:: CTO: They're Vulcans!
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: FCO: So noted... ::hears the comm. panel beeping and nods to Tsalea:: *OPS*: I'll take it across the hall in the Cargo Tech's Lounge.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  I concur with Mister Panthera.  There's little to be gained from her salvage, and we already have as much as the computer is going to give us.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CO*:  Aye Sir, rerouting.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Pulls the phaser from her belt and sets it on the kill setting as she looks into the glowing rift.  Picks up a piece of broken computer console and tosses it into the rift then moves back quickly::
FCO_Panthera says:
::heads out of the cargo bay and back to the bridge::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Steadies herself, takes aim directly into the rift and waits to see what happens::
Host CO_Madred says:
::heads out the door to the cargo bay, expecting his wife to be right behind him and crosses into the support lounge:: CSO: Are you all right? ::glances to her::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - A flash of light fills the outpost's laboratory, and Ryan's head begins to spin slightly as the radiation level increases slightly. The metal impacts with the rift and vanishes - as if swallowed up.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  I believe so.  Other then minor radiation, which I will have treated later, I am fine.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Holds her hand up to shield her eyes for a moment and waits to see if something comes out of the rift::
CNS_Valis says:
::Realizes the CTO didn't hear her and turns back away and walks directly over to the group with a determined look on her face.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::holds her close:: CSO: Well, if I can live with a Vulcan wife I'm sure I can live with a glowing Vulcan wife. ::kisses her deeply, had been worried for the first time that he might lose her::
FCO_Panthera says:
::exits onto the bridge and takes the helm back::
MO_Angel says:
::Not getting a negative from the captain or anyone else, has those most serious transported to sickbay.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
<Norma> OPS:  I'm picking up Ryan and Zria's life signs now.  they are in the physics lab.  Radiation is off the Scale.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Returns the kiss::
Host CO_Madred says:
::takes a seat and activates a nearby console indicating that Tsalea should see this too, opens the com:: COM: Hanwright: Ben ... it's Madred, long time no see. I need to know what you know about Rimel and I need to know now.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CNS:  I'm Sorry, Mister...Valis?  I was distracted.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The rift ripples slightly, and as if it used the metal as food, it increases in size, enveloping a console on the far side of the room.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Stands up.:: Norma:  Oh man...  ::Bits the bottom of her lip.::
CNS_Valis says:
::Keeps her hands loose at her side and does all she can to appear non-threatening...not a difficult task...and approaches one of the Vulcans in the group.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Stands just off to the side, so that she can see, but not necessarily be seen.::
Host CJ-Tala says:
<Vulcan> CNS: They'll kill us all! You have to stop them! No, they can't be stopped...we'll all die!
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Lowers her hand and thinks a moment as the rift enlarges:: Self: Well, let's see what happens when I introduce phaser power to the rift.  ::Moves back at maximum phaser range, sets the phaser on max stun, takes aim and fires::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::raises eyebrow at the remark of the Vulcan::
CNS_Valis says:
Vulcan: Who will? ::Is still utterly fascinated by the fact that they all seem to have no control over their emotions.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CO*:  Sir, We've finally been able to get the other AT on sensors.  They are presently in the physics lab.  The Radiation there is off the Scale...  My apologies to the Admiral for interrupting.
CTO_Turnbull says:
Vulcan:  What makes you say that?
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The energy beam is perfectly aimed and strikes the centre of the rift. Unfortunately, much to Ryan's dismay, it seems to have no effect...
OPS_Mushgrave says:
FCO:  Ma'am... please plot a course back to the station... hopefully the Capt will give the go ahead.'
Host CJ-Tala says:
<Vulcan> CTO: They killed the others, they'll kill us...::He gets to his feet and seems almost ready to snap::
Host CO_Madred says:
*OPS*: Once Panthera is on the bridge I want the two of you to coordinate an emergency transport. Take the Paula Greene in fast and hard and pull the Away Team out while we're in warp if you need too.
CNS_Valis says:
::Realizes he might not pay attention to their questions in his current mental state.:: Vulcan: It's all right. You're now on the Paula Greene. We've taken you off that ship.
FCO_Panthera says:
::tries to pull up any specs she can find on the Summerset to see how best to destroy her::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Looks at the rift:: Self: Well, that didn't work.  Hmmm......Okay, Ryan...it eats objects and gets bigger.  Phaser power has no effect but it doesn't get bigger......Hmmm.....
CTO_Turnbull says:
Vulcan:  Control yourself, sir.  ::softens his glance::  Would you permit a short meld?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
FCO:  Ok, Ma'am, best speed..
FCO_Panthera says:
*CO*: I am here and already plotting the course sir. ::starts moving the PG forward:: OPS: You know what to do we have to make this fast.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Motions to Norma she will take over OPS.::  FCO: I'm already calculating.
Host CJ-Tala says:
<Hanwright> COM: CO: A favor? Well I'll see what I can do...::He seems to input some data into his computer and looks back:: You'll get some information in a few minutes Captain, your eyes only.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Moves around the lab and begins opening cabinets, looking for chemicals with which to construct some kind of explosive device::
Host CJ-Tala says:
Vulcan: No...no mind melds! Their minds are powerful...we'll be lost...no telepathy!
CTO_Turnbull says:
Vulcan:  Thank you for the warning.  What else can you tell me? 
CNS_Valis says:
::Glances at Turnbull wondering if it's such a good idea given the Vulcan's state and then hears his answer and nods. That seems to be answer enough.::
FCO_Panthera says:
::starts moving the PG closer increasing speed up to a safe level:: OPS: Get ready we should be there shortly.
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Hanwright: And don't leave out what you know about Green Star either. ::thinks:: A favor? No, I introduced you to your fourth wife Clarice. I think this about makes us even. ::closes the channel and glances at his wife:: CSO: Or maybe it means I owe him more than one favor.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Thinks: Where's Burke when you need him??  Rummages through the cabinets, picking up jars of chemicals and trying to read the labels::
Host CJ-Tala says:
<Vulcan> CTO: They kill relentlessly...we've seen them before...they kill without question, slaughter destroyed. That's all they're interested in. Now that the rifts are open...there's no stopping them...
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Raises an eyebrow with humor in her eyes::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
FCO:  ETA?
CNS_Valis says:
Vulcan: Are they the angry ones on your ship?
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Finds nothing of significance, at least nothing that can be used to make an explosive device::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CNS:  Vulcan:  Rifts?  What Rifts?
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  Would you  like to see the information I retrieved from the Summerset?
Host CO_Madred says:
::rises and holds Tsalea's arms briefly:: CSO: Okay ... let's get back to the bridge. I was hoping he'd tell me over the open comm., but I guess we'll have to wait.
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: What do you have?
FCO_Panthera says:
OPS: Ten minutes and counting.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Sir, over here when you're free.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
FCO:  Ok I'm ready when you are.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Turns back to the computer and pulls up the relevant file::
Host CJ-Tala says:
<Vulcan> CNS: Yes...yes...very, very, very angry...don't cross them, or they'll cut you open...die...we'll all die...
CSO_Tsalea says:
-Stardate 10106.01 - U.S.S. Summerset is hijacked by terrorist organization "Green Star." Captain Bella Davenport, the ship's 2nd Officer betrays her crew and takes over as CO.

-Stardate 10112.31 - U.S.S. Summerset involved in conflict in Rimel system, resulting in the near destruction of the U.S.S. Aventura and U.S.S. Far Reach. Summerset and 13 other vessels recovered by Green Star and moved to secure [undisclosed] locations.

-Stardate 10204.17 - U.S.S. Summerset begins genetic experimentations in Cargo Bay 3. Details unmentioned, however it is clear that the tests were a failure, and the crew lost 29 officers during the testing period.

-Stardate 10301.06 - Captain Davenport receives an encoded transmission from Starfleet and directs the U.S.S. Summerset to the Mizani-Beta Outpost. Davenport along with 4 other officers beam down to the facility and Davenport orders the crew to hold position near the magnetic pole of Mizani Minor. Contact is lost after several days. No reason for the lost contact is given, and that is the last entry, completed by the ship's XO.
Host CO_Madred says:
::looks at the information coming up on the computer screen::
FCO_Panthera says:
::monitors the course trying to be cautious of radiation pockets::
Host CJ-Tala says:
CTO: The rifts...their doors...how they find us...they'll all find us...
CNS_Valis says:
Vulcan: Shhhhh. you're safe now. Please try to calm down.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Taps her COM badge:: *Zria*: I've found the source of the radiation, however it's not something we can fix.....::Looks at the rift::
CTO_Turnbull says:
Vulcan:  What is your name, rank and position, sir?
CSO_Tsalea says:
-Stardate 10301.06 - Captain Davenport receives an encoded transmission from Starfleet and directs the U.S.S. Summerset to the Mizani-Beta Outpost. Davenport along with 4 other officers beam down to the facility and Davenport orders the crew to hold position near the magnetic pole of Mizani Minor. Contact is lost after several days....
CSO_Tsalea says:
....No reason for the lost contact is given, and that is the last entry, completed by the ship's XO.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The Vulcan begins repeating "they'll all find us," and seems to slip into a state of delirium...
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  That was all I was able to decode at the time.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Taps her COM badge again:: COM: PG: Ryan to Paula Greene, please respond.
Host CO_Madred says:
::glances at his wife as the full implications of what he is seeing fall in:: CSO: Are you telling me that these radiation creatures are the crew of the Summerset?
CNS_Valis says:
::Frowns at the CTO and looks around for a non-Vulcan in the group.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Sir, everything I'm piecing together seems not to be encouraging.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Console beeps::  FCO:  I'm getting a weak signal from Ryan...  ::boosts power input.::  COM: Ryan:  This is the PG, you are weak and we are barely getting you.  If you can hear this, we are on our way.  Prepare for beam out.
FCO_Panthera says:
OPS: Be ready...we have 5 minutes to go.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  I do not have enough data... but there is that possibility.  Were you able to learn anything from Delar?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Nods::  FCO:  I sure hope they got that.
CNS_Valis says:
::Spots one of her own people and walks over to the Haliian.::
FCO_Panthera says:
OPS: We can only hope. ::situates herself in her chair for better maneuvering::
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: Delar? He's been confined to the brig. Tealk is performing a mind meld to try to get some information for him.
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: OPS: We've located three, I repeat three survivors.  I've located the source of the radiation leak, however it appears to be come kind of rift leading to an unknown location.  Attempts to close the rift have failed.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Frowns::  CO:  That is not wise of him.
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: Let's get back to the bridge... ::begins moving:: CSO: What are the implications of destroying the Summerset?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::hands hover over the console.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:PG:  Acknowledge.  We are five minutes out.. 4 now.
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: OPS: Requesting instructions.
CNS_Valis says:
::She smiles gently at the older man.:: Haliian: Greetings. May I speak with you for a moment?
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Her face clears as they leave the room::  CO:  Unknown.  It would appear the crew was unable to destroy the things on their own.
CTO_Turnbull says:
::realizes the CO is not here:: Self:  Pay attention, Turnbull...
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Moves to some of the bloody body parts and picks up an arm.  Tosses it into the rift and stands back::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - A large crash is head from the corridor outside of Ryan's location. The air seems to rush out of the room she is in as something runs by her - however the woman isn't fortunately enough to get a look at the creature.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM: Ryan:   Be ready for beam out....  Would torpedoes close the rift?
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: But if we destroy the ship will it destroy the creatures?
CNS_Valis says:
<Haliian> ::Gives her a wild-eyed look.:: CNS: They'll kill us all if they find us...they will find us...
FCO_Panthera says:
::hands hover to make the quick departure:: OPS: Get ready and now! Activate transporters.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Activates transporters.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
FCO:  Ready torpedo's ma
OPS_Mushgrave says:
'am just in case...
CNS_Valis says:
::Sighs and walks back over to the CTO.:: CTO: They need to be sedated.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  Few creatures are able to withstand the vacuum of space.
FCO_Panthera says:
OPS: That is the captain's call.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Spins around quickly just in time to get a glimpse of something rushing past the laboratory door.  Sets her phaser on kill and slowly moves towards the door::
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: Few ... but some can. ::frowns as they walk down the corridor quickly and arrive at a turbolift:: TL: Bridge...
FCO_Panthera says:
OPS: Do we have them?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
OPS:  I agree, but we need to be ready....
CTO_Turnbull says:
CNS:  Agreed.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
FCO:  Transporter stream still in use.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  Without further study, I cannot guarantee that it would destroy them.  But question... if they were the original crew...  should we destroy them?
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: Stand by.  Something is here with me and I'm not sure what it is.  ::Aims her phaser and rushes out into the corridor, swinging both ways, ready to fire::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The transport of the away team succeeds, and Zria finds herself alongside the 3 survivors in the transporter room.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
FCO:  Got them!
CNS_Valis says:
::Looks around for one of the medics who had come to the cargo bay and quietly asks him to begin lightly sedating the most distressed in the bunch.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CNS:  This is bad...this is very bad...
CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Turnbull to Madred.  Please respond.
CNS_Valis says:
::Glances over at Turnbull.:: CTO: That would be an understatement.
CIV_Ryan says:
@Self: Okay, Ryan, choose, which way.  ::Takes the corridor to the right and proceeds, phaser aimed out in front of her::
FCO_Panthera says:
::makes some quick changes and moves the PG back out of the area::
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: That's the trouble I'm having ... at the same time, I can't bring them aboard the Paula Greene and ask them to let us examine them. I want you to work on a way for us to transport these creatures.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Curses::  FCO:  I didn't get Ryan.  We have to go back.
FCO_Panthera says:
::growls under her breath:: OPS: Find her location.
Host CO_Madred says:
::arrives at the bridge and steps off the turbolift:: OPS: Arm tri-cobalt devices... ::takes his center chair::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
FCO:  Trying to locate her now.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO: Permission to return to the Summerset for further analysis... and baring that, perhaps the survivors can tell me something.
FCO_Panthera says:
::turns the ship back to where they just came from::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  We've got everyone but Ryan....  She was talking about some type of rift and being unable to close it.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Pulls the tricorder from her belt and presses her weight against the bloodied walls of the corridor, moving along::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Loading torpedo's now.
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: What do you mean? Ryan's not on the station anymore?
CNS_Valis says:
::Takes a loaded hypospray from one of the medics, checks the medication and dosage and begins assisting him with the Vulcans.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  She is on the station.  We managed to beam up Zria and 3 survivors.  Ryan wasn't beamed.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Following the tricorder readings into the genetics lab.  Pauses at the door, holsters her tricorder and proceeds with caution into the lab, phaser at the ready::
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: Denied. Find out if we can transport those creatures and find out from your station here on the bridge.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Torpedo's loaded.
FCO_Panthera says:
OPS: Any luck on tracking Ryan?
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Why not? Try to beam her again.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Raises an eyebrow curiously, then nods and returns to her station::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - As Ryan  enters the Genetics Lab, the atmosphere changes drastically. Not a drop of blood can be found on the floor, there are no bodies cut to pieces. Instead, eight stasis chambers can be seen lining the walls - seven of which are occupied.

The first contains a young girl - her scalp bare and the skin on her face seems multi-colored, as if the woman was beaten. Next to her is a Terran female, her dark black hair floating in the blue liquid that seems to surround her body. It is apparent that her, and all of the other occupants are hooked up and being filled with the same blue fluid.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  I'm trying to lock onto her now Sir, but the Radiation is severe it's interfering with the lock.
CSO_Tsalea says:
*CTO*:  Were you able to discover anything from the survivors?  I am specifically looking for ways to secure... sedate... the creatures for transport.
FCO_Panthera says:
CSO: How much longer can we stay this close and remain safe ma'am?
Host CO_Madred says:
Self: What the hell is Ryan doing down there? OPS: Can we get her on Com?
CNS_Valis says:
::Pauses periodically to try and reassure the survivors as she stops by them and continues to try and find out more information from the more coherent ones.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
FCO:  The outer decks have been cleared, correct?
FCO_Panthera says:
CSO: Aye ma'am.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM: Ryan:   Cmdr this is the PG, what is your status?
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Sees several stasis chambers and pulls out the tricorder again and takes some readings of the occupied chambers::
Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: Commander, I need that cargo bay secured. The survivors should be treated as terrorists ... I doubt they'll cause any trouble, but let's not let them get a chance too either.
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: OPS: Stand by.....
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Does a quick calculation::  FCO: I would estimate we should not remain here more then 10 minutes.  After that, the crew should move further and further inward.  And radiation treatment will be mandatory.
CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Captain, Please Respond.  I must speak with you also, but not here.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::mutters::  Self:  Stand by she says...
Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: What is it, Turnbull?
FCO_Panthera says:
CSO: Understood ma'am...I'm just not sure how long this is going to take.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CNS:  Valis, get out of here, mister.  
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: OPS: I've located eight stasis chambers, seven of which are occupied.....however occupied by what I am uncertain....
CNS_Valis says:
::Looks over at Turnbull in surprise:: CTO: But we're not done.
CTO_Turnbull says:
SEC:  Lock it down after we exit.  ::turns and leaves with Valis::  CNS:  I’ll explain in a moment.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::turns and looks at the Capt to make sure he has heard.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM: Ryan:  Standby, waiting on word from the Capt.
CNS_Valis says:
::Pulls the hypospray away from a Vulcan's neck and follows Turnbull out.:: CTO: I should hope so.
CTO_Turnbull says:
::moves out of the doors and waits for them to close::  CNS:  These people are terrorists.  We’ve done the right thing in rescuing them...for trial.
Host CO_Madred says:
::listening to Ryan's com:: COM: Ryan: I want you out of there Mister Ryan...
FCO_Panthera says:
::watches the chronometer ticking down the time::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - In a fit of rage, one of the Vulcan prisoners goes berserk, and lunges at one of the Betazoids - before anyone can react, the young Betazoid girl's neck is snapped and she is dead.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Waiting for the CTO to respond, rescans the ship with her current knowledge to assist.::
CNS_Valis says:
::Looks at him in surprise.:: CTO: Terrorists?
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: OPS: These are definitely altered humanoids.  Readings on what appears to be a young female humanoid indicate at least 12 different species of DNA.  Taps the tricorder::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
All:  Genetic Engineering?
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: CO: What about the humanoids inside these chambers, Sir?
MO_Angel says:
<Tec Graman>  ::Looks in surprise and moves with others to grab the Vulcan.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Sir, sorry for the delay.  I was not in a secure location.  Sir, we are dealing with a species similar to or identical to "Dreamscapes."  There isn't much known about them.  They are 7 feet tall and appear to be saturated with Theta radiation.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Looks at the other stasis chambers and grimaces at the deformations::
CNS_Valis says:
::Hears a mental shriek in her head and turns back towards the cargo bay.:: CTO: Something just happened in there.
MO_Angel says:
<Tec Graman> ::Sedates the Vulcan as one of the others tries to help the Betazoid.::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The violent terrorist is suppressed, and sedated. He collapses to the ground in a happy-go-luck lull...definitely not your typical Vulcan...
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Ryan: Do you have any realize to believe they can be saved?
CTO_Turnbull says:
CNS:  Elaborate.  ::starts to break out in a cold sweat::
MO_Angel says:
<Tec Graman> *CTO*:  Sir, one of the patients has attacked and killed another.
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: CO: Negative, Sir, but then again, I'm no Doctor....I have no reason to believe they can't be saved either, Sir.
MO_Angel says:
<Tec Graman>::With the others, eyes the rest with care.::
CNS_Valis says:
::Gestures impatiently with the hypospray.:: CTO: I don't know but I heard a scream in my head. We can't just leave them like this.
CTO_Turnbull says:
*TEC*:  Sedate him and place him in hard restraints.  In fact, place them ALL in hard restraints.  That's an order.
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Ryan: Then I want you out of there, Mister Ryan. Stand by for transport.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Moves to a computer console and taps the controls.  Begins reading over some of the notes::
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Lock onto Commander Ryan's com badge and beam her out of there. FCO: Mister Panthera, as soon as Ryan is clear I want you to target any sign of technology on the surface of that asteroid and launch our tri-cobalt devices. Take evasive maneuvers to move us beyond the blast radius.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CNS:  Agreed, but we may have bigger problems.
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: Aye sir. ::readies herself to fire the weapons and move the ship::
MO_Angel says:
<Tec Graman> *CTO*:  We already have the Vulcan sedated.  We will sedate the others as a precaution.
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: CO: Give me five minutes, Sir.  I want to download the information from the computer.  ::Begins to download the information from the lab computers into her tricorder::
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Get her out of there, Mister Mushgrave!
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Transporting!
CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Sir, whatever these dreamscape things are, hard vacuum and antimatter will get rid of them.  Physics is physics.  Breach the core of the Summerset and we get rid of them in theory.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  I am reading an increase in radiation from the planet...
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Begins to feel dizzy again but supports herself on the console::
MO_Angel says:
<Tech Graman> *CTO*:  Sir... something is wrong down here...
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Grips the tricorder tightly::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - On the bridge of the U.S.S. Paula Greene, they can detect an increase of radiation on the surface. Ryan has the pleasure of experiencing this as the power begins to fail, and her head begins to spin.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - ...and in the Cargo Bay, all the prisoners freeze in place - they hear that same scratching sound. Their enemy has arrived.
Host CJ-Tala says:
=/\==/\=End Mission - "Neteyot HosheH - Stomach Contents"=/\==/\=

